Vision Statement: A Vibrant, Synergetic and Inclusive CityNet

Make a CityNet a Vibrant, Synergetic and Inclusive Organization and hand it over to future generation with it’s pride.

Slides below elaborate four priorities that contribute in realizing the above vision.
Priorities to Contribute in Vision

**Priority: 1**
Developing CityNet as a point of departure to foster partnership between member cities in order to exchange unique capabilities and strengths

**Priority: 2**
Build capabilities of members to realize SDG goals in the context of local needs for

- **Renewable waste Management**
- **Green and user friendly infrastructures and utilities**
- **Good Governance and inclusive local government**
- **Conservation of heritages and preservation of sustainable tourism**
Priorities to Contribute in Vision

**Priority: 3**
Redefine good governance in the context of diversifies population of cities focusing on ground realities

- Prepare an Inclusive Comprehensive Action Plan: 2018-2021
- Build CityNet as an effective forum working among Cities

**Priority: 4**
Accommodate emerging cities within and beyond Asia-Pacific region for better city-to-city cooperation

- Accommodate emerging cities within and beyond Asia-Pacific region for better city-to-city cooperation
- Cooperation among cities for exchange of knowledge, technologies and skills.